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ATLANTA, Ga. - Georgia Southern men's tennis opened up the first day of the MLK Invitational hosted by Georgia Tech this morning with six singles matches and
three doubles matches.
 
The Eagles took to the courts against Georgia and South Carolina, dropping all matches, despite being in the action early in the morning. Alexandros Roumpis fell to
Blake Croyder of UGA 6-4, 6-4, while Carlos Garcia fell in straight sets, forcing a tiebreaker in the first set, before falling 7-6, 6-1 to Carter Morgan of South
Carolina.
 
GS will hit the courts for the second consecutive day in Atlanta, Georgia, at 10 a.m.
 
WHAT COACH KONING HAD TO SAY
 "Today was a tough day. We fought good in doubles, but came up short. We have to make more tough shots when we are ahead. In singles, we took too long to get




 Phillip Henning (UGA) def. Pascal Wagemaker 6-0, 6-2
 Blake Croyder (UGA) def. Alexandros Roumpis 6-4, 6-4
 Billy Rowe (UGA) def. Murphy McCullough 6-2, 6-0
 Baptiste Anselmo (UGA) def. Jonathan Morales 6-2, 6-0
 Carter Morgan (USC) def. Carlos Garcia 7-6, 6-1
 Britton Johnston (UGA) def. Jaap Aaldering 6-3, 6-4
 
Doubles
 Bryde/Zink (UGA) def. Wagemaker/Roumpis 6-3
 Croyder/Rowe (UGA) def. McCullough/Morales 6-4
 Anselmo/Johnston (UGA) def. Aaldering/Garcia 6-0
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